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In civil engineering, environment, food, pharmaceutics and other areas, pasty and granular materials have to be processed and handled. The rheology and rheometry of suspended matter such as emulsions, foams, and suspension is a complex task hampered by shortcomings in experimental techniques and theoretical descriptions. An inherent problem is that, in contrast to polymers and simple fluids, such materials have particulate structures on a wide range of length scales, which interact with a complex array of forces. The rheologist has to tackle a multiscale, multiphase, and multistage material and, for the sake of simplicity, usually focuses on a specific material of interest rather than a general class of materials. Such a narrowly focused approach unfortunately does not promote the development of a unified understanding, which would define the relationship between internal structure and mechanical properties. The aims of "Rheometry of Pastes, Suspensions, and granular MaterialsApplication in Industry and Environment" is therefore to 1) propose a general approach that is based on the "jamming" concept to define the mechanical behavior and 2) review the experimental problems and examine the techniques used in different fields of nonviscometric flow for their ability to provide meaningful data.
After giving a short review of the necessary hydrodynamics in Chapter 1, the subject area is broken down into three material classes of pastes: soft jammed systems, granular materials, and granular pastes (Chapter 2: Rheophysics of pastes and granular materials). The following chapter discusses in detail the rheometrical procedure, experimental problems, and an overview of possible flow phenomena, as they relate specifically to pasty material (Chapter 3: Experimental procedures and problems in paste viscometry). Having the inhomogeneous flow of soft jammed matter in mind, Chapter 4 (Local rheometry) presents techniques to measure local flow properties, such as local yielding and wall slip effects, instead of a macroscopic signal.
With appropriate microrheolgy at hand, the reader now is submerged into the yield stress fluids for the entire 5th chapter (Nonviscometric flows of yield stress fluids). Here, different macrorheometrical methods to obtain yield stress values are reviewed and compared. Chapter 6 (Granular flow in frictional regime) now
